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INDIAN ARCHBOLOGICAL SUILVBY.

In my Rains of Daert C&y * I had given a generd aocounf
of the discoveries made by me in 1907 along the long-forgotfen
westernmost portion of that ancient frontier wall, a true Limes,
which the p a t Hen Emperor Wu-ti had con~t~ructed
towards the
end of tbe ~econdcentury B.O. in order to guard his newly opened
line for China's cornmemid and political expansion t o d e
Central ARia. 8ubsequently in Seridicr, the detailed Report
on my second Central-Asian expedition (1906-8)t, which hm
now been completed in print at the Oxford University Prees
See RU&W o j Desert Cathay, P e r m a l Narrative o j Ezplorations in
Central A& and Weeternmovt Chitau (two v o l ~ . ,avo, Maoxiiillan & Co.,
London, 1913), i. pp. 540 sqq ; ii. 30-158.
t Serindiu, Detuikxi Report o j Ezploratiom in Certtrccl A s k and Weatei-nmoet China, carried out a ~ u described
l
under the order8 o j H.M. Indian
Q~emmnentby Sir A urd S t e i n . (Olerendon Press, Oxford, 1931, royal quarto,
Vole. 1-111:Text, Vol. IV: 175 Plates, Vol. V : 96 Maps from onginel surveys).
For the expl~mticxaeffeoted along the Tun-huang firnes, a m Serindia
(vd.ii), p. 566-730.

and will he published early in 1921, I have had occasion fully
to describe the explorations, extending over two months and a
half, which enabled me to trace the line of the ancient wall for
a total length of over 140 miles and to search the ruins of its

watch-towers and stations, including the famous 'Jade Gate.'
Having remained undisturbed by the hand of man in the
solitude of tho gravel deuert, they yielded a rich harvest of early
Chinese and other records, mainly on wood, along with many
interesting relics of tbe life led along this most desolate of borders
during the century immediately preceding and following the time
of Christ.
The unsurpassed learning and critical acumen of my lamented
great collaborator, M. ~ 8 o u w Chavannes,
d
had since l(i13 rendered the mass of 'Chinese document-s recovered here accessible
to research also by non-sinologue students like myself.* It
thus became possible for me Lo discuss in Chapter XX of ~Serindia
the general organization of the Limes in the light of the historical
and archaeological information furnished by them, and to bring
into correct focus the significance of the antiquarian facts revealed by actual exploration of its remains.
In the extract8 from section vi of that chapter, communicated here with the kind permission of the Secretary to
the Delegates of the Clarendon Press, no attempt can be made
to set forth the manifold points of historical and a;rchrnlogical
interest presented by the hundreds of official or quasi-official
communications and records, all on wood, which were discovered a t the ruined stations of the Limes and chiefly among
their refuse-heaps. For those points, reference to tohemasterly
summary furnished by the Introduction of M. Chavannes' work
must suffice here.? But in the interest of those students in
the Far East to whom the volumes of Serindia mag remain difficult of aoces; it has appeared useful to reprodice here the
essential facfs concerning the records of a personal and literary
character to be found among those relics of Han times and in psrticular to indicate what light those relics as a whole throw upon
the technicalities of the ancient stationery of China as used before
the invention of paper by Ts'ai I n n ir, A . n . 105. f

* See

Chavannee, Les documents chinois d t h u v e r b par .Aurel SEeitb

(Oxford University Press, 1913), pp. 1-164, Plate8 I - X S .
t See Chavanneb, Lea documents chiwis, pp. vii. sqq.
$ For the information previouqly available from Chinese textual
sources about the use of bamboo or wood as writing material, of. M. Chavennes' Lea livres chinois avant l'invcntion du pnpier, JournuJ .4eiatiyue,
jenrier-fdvrier, 1905 (reprint),pp. 13-47.

NOTES ON ANCIENT CHINESE DOCUMENTS
As regards the ' stationery ' aspect of the office recorde which
form the vast majority of the docurnente recovered, euch an administrative orders, reports, account statements, etc,, my rem a r b may be brief ; for in their material end shape they agree
very closely with the Chinese recorcb on' wood first brougtt to
light by me in the course of my excavations of 1901 a t the Niya
Site, an ancient settlement of the Tarim Basin abandoned to
the desert sands in the 3rd century A.D.* As the epecimens
reproduced in dncient Khotan, the detailed report on my h t
Central-Asian expedition,t in M. Chavannes' Document8 chi&,
Planches 11-XX, and aleo in Desert Cathy show, thew office records present themselves mostly as narrow slips of wood, from
nine inches to nine and a hadf in length (roughly corresponding
to the Chinese foot of the Han period) and from a quarter to
a half of an inch in width. They may be inecribed on both sides,
but ordinarily show only a single column of t z i
on either.
That bamboo 'slips' are relatively rare is a fact aaeily aocounted for by the great distance separating that westernmost border oE
China Proper from the bamboo-growing regione of the Empire.
In most of the shpa the wood used is that of t h t cuttivated poplar
(Populus &a), as common now in the oases of northwestern
Ken-su as it is in those of Chinese Turkestan, or elae that of the
wild poplar (the Turkestan toghrak) or the tamarisk. The latter
two are still plentiful in the narrow belts of vegetation fringing
the marshy depressions along which great portions of the L i m a
in the desert north and west of Tun-huang were constructed. But
there are to be found also slips made of the wood of some conifer.
This wood, probably brought from the forests of the Central
Nan-shan, is found frequently in narrow tablets bearing more
than one vertical line of characters on either or both faces. Otherwise these tablets conform in length and also id character of contents to the usual 'slips' described above.
I may add here in passing that owing to the traditional
tenauity of Chinese convention the 'slip' form of ths ancient
wooden stationery used during the centuries preceding the
invention of paper appears to be reflected in the arrangement of the pink coloured letter papex which ordinarily served
Em private correspondence in the pre-revolution China of our
6wn times and widely continue8 m use still. The height of the
vertical ruled lines on i t and the distance between them cor-

+

*See Stein, Ancient Kho(Clemndon Prese, Oxford, 1907), i pp.
342 sq., 639 eq.
t See Ancient Khotun, ii. Plate8 CXII, CXIV.

respond exactly to the average length and width of those anciont
slips, each being meant to hold a single column of tzii.
W d e n slips of greater length up to 14 inches, form the
stationery used for the numerous portions of calendars which
turned up among the 'waste papers' (to use an anachronism)
thrown on the refuse heaps of the ancient Lima stationa. Such
calendars were obvioudy needed in order to enable the clerical
establishments to date reports, etc., correotly, to make out
accounts, and so on. Usually these portions of calendars show
in order the cyclic designations, arranged according to th2 sistyyears cycle, which a particular day bears in the successi\7e twelvt.
montha of the year. This system has enabled h1. CClhttvc~nne~
to
fix in many cases the exact year intended, and i i i this way to restore
comp1et.e calendars with absolute precision for the years 63,
59, 39 B.C. and A.D. 94, 153.* The result of his p:~instaking
calculations afiords valuable help for the verification of ',he tables
prepared by Chinese chronologists. In this connexion i t is
of some interest to observe that an otherwise exactly-dated document, No. 255, of May loth, 68 LC., bears an erroneous nien-lmo.
The year is shown as the sixtb df the Pin-s?~ih & period,
which in reality had been replaced in 69 B.C. by the Ti-chieh
period. This inaccuracy clearly points, as &I.
Chavannes observes, to the fact that the communications between the capital
and the extreme western border were interrupted a t the time.t
By the side of the official communications and records,
private letters figure in considerable numbers among the writter
remains from the Limes.: Most of them are too short or
fragmentary to yield information bearing on the life of the border
or to be otherwise of antiquarian interest. But special mention
is due to two letters on silk, one long and well-preserved, T.xm.
i. 003 (Documents, Plate XX),§which were found sewn up
into e small bag for holding some medicine or condimentluckily with the written surface turned inside. They were both
addressed by an ofEcer of superior rank stationed at Ch'4ng-lo

a

-

~

* Cf. Chevannes' Documents, pp. xvii, 14.
t Cf. Documst&, p. 61. For similar cases of

date8 given in elapsed
mien-haoe, see Ancient Khotan, i., p. 275, note. M. Chevannes' remerkcl,
ibid., pp. 533, sqq., make it qllih certain tha.t tho erroneom n i m - l m s named
in the Dmdas-oilik document8 of A.D. 781-7 were due to the isolation of
Emtern Turkeetan from the Empire through the Tibetan occupation of
westernmoat Kan-8u in A.D. 781.
See Documentu, Nos. 161-4, 174, 178, 18C), 243, 254, 344-6, 348,
349, 398, 398a, 419, 468, 489, 601-2, 573, 607, 829, 706.7 (tho last two
on paper).
5 See Ddcumenk. Nos. 398, 398a.
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on the northern border of Shan-hi to another exile on the Tunhuang Limes, the long one being intended to eerve es a letbr
of recommendation for a colleague tnrnefermd to 8 post on the
latter. Amidet much polite verbiage i t also express e9 the writcr's
disappointment 8f not having, after five yeare' eervice 'on the
northern frontier, in 8 miserable country,' athsined the debired
charge of a command, for which he appesre to have repeatedly
petitioned the Emperor. In two other letter8 aleo we find the
writers lamenting the hardship of the guard service on the frontier
and the inclement season of spring.* The latter complaint
bears a loml touch which I can fully appreciate after my two
spring campa.igm of 1908 and 1914 on the de.sert border : it shows
that the amenit.ies of its climate were two thousand yearn
ago much the same as now.
Of interest for the etudy of the ancient etationery is the small
uilk envelope, Dacunzents, No. 503, T.xv.a.ii. 4 (Plat. XIV)
.wed f ~ ar private letter, as its a d k s ehowa. Its inside width
is 65 mm. This would conveniently admit of the inserlion
of a letter on silk, snch as Documents, No. 398 (Plate XX), which
is 58 mm. wide, after folding. A3 the refuse-heap where t h e
envelope wak. found contained documenb with dates ranging
from A.D. 15 to 56, it appears to me very probable that t'le envelope, too, belongs approximately to trhc first half of the,first
century A.D., and thus to the period preceding the invention of
paper.
We may now cast a glance at t h e fragments of literature, as
M. Chavannes' analysis has revealed them, among the written
relics of the Limm. Considering the conditions of the Life led by
those who guarded the line of small posts flung o ~into
t the dese~t,
we oamot feel surprised a t the scantiness of the traces which I~avo
survived of their intellectual occupations. For all that corlcerns
the philological interest of these literary relics reference to M.
Chavannes' full explanations will snffice here.
Of particular
value among them are the relatively numerous fragments of a
famous lexicographical text, 'the Chi chiu cfiaang 3
3# , which
was composed in 48-33 B.C. and played an important part in t h e
primary education of China during the Later Han period.

t

a

* See Documenta, Nos. 344, 345.
t Cf. doc urn en^, pp. viii, x v i sq., pp. 1 sqq

on Nos. 1-8.
$ Cf. Chavannes, Docunzent~,pp. 1-3. It ie from Chi chi^ clrang that
4f at,d illustr~ted
the script. commonly known in China as ehanp .+'ti0
by most of the .T,imex documente, took its name ; see Chavannes, Documents:
p. viii.

These fragments, an M. Chavannes duly emphasizes, are the
oldest h o w manuscripts which exist of a Chinese book, and it is
fortunate that we have among them one containing the fmt paregraph of the work complete. The long prismatic tablet which
bears this portion of the text on its three faces, Doe. No. 1 (Plate
I), qJ,aohas a special entiquarim interest aa being a, perfectly preserved specimen of a ty@ oi wooden stationery which ia r e f e d
to in ectrly Chinese texts end eppa.rently was favoured for literary
use.
The popularity which Chi chiu chaw soon acquired in the
elementary teaching of Chinese writing sufficiently explains its
rapid spread to the extreme north-west end of the border ; for,
among eeveral ruined watchposts, fragments of i t were found at
T.v1.c(Doc.No.4),apostemly abandoned. Inthese, as in some
other fragments which are of the usual slip form, the text appeara
to have been copied out as a writing exercise.? The importance
which the Chinese have at all times attached to good handwriting is well known, and so also the necessity of constant prectice which the very system of Chinese writing implies. This
fact fullj accounts not merely for the presence of these 'copy
slips' from the Chi chiu c h a q , but for the abundant finds made
also of other writing exercises. +, Notbing could illustrate
better the trouble which some of the men stationed a t the outlying
posts must have taken to 'improve their education,' or at least
their handwriting, than the big packets of 'sha.vings7inscribed in
this fashion which came to light on clearing the refusesheaps of
T. =.h, a sectional head-quarters of the westernmost Limes.
Apart from three more slips containing fragments of other
vocabularies as yet unidentified, § the literary remains among
the finds on the Limes are merely a few extracts from treatises
on divinationlT and astrology, )I and a fragment, Dm. No.

* Set.

Docunwnk, pp.
ix, 6 sq., note 1 . 31. Chavannes' note ex- plains tho term ku
which occurs st the beginning of the h t
paragraph of the text and specially designates this type of tablet. We
have fragments of prismatic trimgular tablets in Dcoumenb, No. 2, T. xx. ii.
2 (PI. 1'11, ale0 containing a portion of e text from Chi chiu chaw, and in
Docwnenh, No. 451, T.xv a. iii. 31 (PI. XlI), which contains a brief ccngratul a t o ~ ymessage.
'iCf. Y. Chavannes' notes on Documenk, Nos. 4, 6, 7.
3 See, e.g., Documenb, Nos. 251, 372, 422-3, 540, 632, 641, 643-4.
5 See Docwnwnk~,Nos. 397, 603 (?), 701.
Cf. Documenk, Noe. 59, 448, 638, with 111. Chavannes' remarksp. xvi.
ll See Documents, No. 182, where the n.btc11 proves the slip to have
formed part of a book.
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425, containing a p s a g e from a treathe on military affaire, com-

pomd in 229 B.C. 3 ' . a t the solace of literature wes not altogether absent from this desolate border-line may, perhaps, be
concluded also born the fact that a fragmentary slip, Doc. .No.
622, T. XXVIII. 10, quotes the title of the 'Biographies of Eminent
There
Women,' Lieh nii chuan, a book composed in 32-7 B.C.
is a brief extract, too, from a, medical treatise, together with e
few fragments of a probably similar n a b .
Finally, we
may mention here the curious multiplicatiou table, Doc. No. '702,
T. xxvr, though i t does not come, of courae, under the category
of hooks.
It is in this connexion with b o o b that one more point of
antiquarian interest concerning the ancient efationery of bamboo
or wood may here find convenient notice. I have had numeroue
oecaaions GSerindia to discuse various striking illustratiom and
additions which our knowledge of that early Chinese stationery,
m fief baaed on the evidence of my finds of 1901 a t the Niye
Site, has received from the documents yielded by the mine of the
Tun-hung Limes and, to a smaller extent, of the Lou-lan station.
The presence among the Gnds on the Liof remains of
books and writings which from a quasi-technical point of view,
i.e., from that of the book-binder, to use a modem expression,
may claim the same character, now enables us to clear up the
question, previously very obscure, how proper cohesion and
q u e n c e could be assured for the numerow slips or tablets over
which texts of any size written on bamboo or wood must necessarily
have extended. 11. (. havannes, who in a masterly discuesion, had
previously reviewed the information that can be gathered from
Chinese textual sollrces about the ancient writing-materials used
before the invention of paper,§ did not fail to observe when

t

:

V I owe this last reference to Y.Chavannes, who wee kind enough on
Oct. 3, 1917, the day of our last meeting, vcrl d l y to indicate t.he identi.6cation made by Mr. W m q Kuo-wei in tlis Liu B ~ Q10 chien, reproducing
a portion of the documents firat published by N. Chavasnee. The treatise
wae apparently known as Lt-ma ;b
* See Docume,tts, pp. xvii, 137: Two recorrle of A.D. 76, D m meats, Nos. 613, 614, prove that the watch-tower T. xxvrn wna occupied
towards the end of the &st century A.D.
t See Document, No. 395, a complete slip, with the fragments Nos.
396, 397.
$Cf. Serindk,pp. 382,669,on the use of -1 aockets and string groovea
on wooden 'envelopes,' as provided for many of the Khamshthi documents
of the Niya Site : p. 383, on sealed lids cloeing amall boxes intended to
hold communications extending over severel 'slips' ; p. 697, on the atandard
sizs of slips.
SCf. above, p. 244 note.$

B.

handling m y new finds, that a number among the narrow tablets
or 'slips' bore one or more notches on one of the edges. As the
pogition of theae was uniform on those 'ulipa' which manifestly
belonged to one series, M. Chsvannes rightly concluded that the
nofches were intended to serve the purpose of uniting euch slips
into one group.* But he added : 'Now ne comprenons pas
bien encore comment on aasurait l'ordre de succeaaion de ces
60hee ;il n'y a aucune num6rotation pouvant b n i r lieu de paginstion, e t on ne compreod pas c ~ m m e n il
t Btait possible de rhtablir
l'ordm lorsque quelque came accidentelle l'avctit boulevm6.
The queation thus raised is a very pertinent one, and makes
it desirable to examine the ~naterialsavalable for its eventual
mlution. They are briefly t h - following: In the set of slips.
Doc. Nm. 9-24, belonging to a calendar of A.D. 63, we find the
left edge of each provided with three notches, dispoeed as Pli~te1
shows, at exactly uniform distances. Another set of slips, Doc.
Nos. 26-35 (Plate It), forming part of the calendar for 59 B.c.,
dowe two notehea, also uniformly placed, but on the right edge
of each dip. A third method of arrangement is found in the set
of rraxrow bamboo dips, Nos. 524-34,t making up a medical
nofabook : here we find two notches on the right, one above,
oae below, and a third always placed on the left in the middleAmong single dips provided wiLh notches only one, Doc. No. 182,
needs special mention here,
its text supports the conclusion
suggested by the w l e notch on the right, that it belonged to 8
book. f It is worthy of particular note that none of them
slips bear writing on the reverae except, those of tho calendar of
59 B.c., where we find a system of ccnsecutive numbering by meam
of cyclic characters.
Attention is claimed by the fact that no text is to be fourd
on the reverse of any of the notched slips belonging to sot8.T
It appeared i prim4 all the more significant in view of the inccnvenience which the bulk and weight of books written on dips of
bamboo or w d must in any case have caused. It necesaarly
raised a presumption that the fastening, for which the notches
*Cf.

&Ctl~t8,

p. 6 i i .

XIV for specimens.
$Them am beaidea : Nos. 264, 306, both fragments of calenlar
slips, displaying one notch on the right in the existing top-portion ; No. 418,
conhining only a eignatum, with one notoh on the top to the right. Fos.
619, 610, with three notohes and one respectively on the right, remain
ul ecipherod and hence must be left aside for th3 present.
¶The same fact is clearly eetablished by the evidenca of- Chinew
Literary records ; cf. Chavannes, LQPlivre.es clrinois, J. A&at., janvier-f6vier
iSee Documenb, P1.

1905 (reprint), pp. 35 aqq.
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were undoubtedly intended, muet have been arranged in a way
which brought the blank reverses of consecutive slips baok to

back and t h w made i t inconvenient to uee the reverse enrfscm
for *rib*
or meding any portions of the text. This conject t u d arrangement recalled to my mind that of numerous Chinese

and Tibetan menuscripte brought back from the walled up chapel
of the 'Caves of the Thoueand Buddhae' of Tun-huang, which

are long sheets of paper mmisfing of several joined piecee and
folded up into narrow pages somewhat after the fauhion of s concertina. I n these manuscripts, too, the reveree surface of the
paper is always left uninscribed, just as we find i t regularly in
Chinese printed boob, in which as a matter of fact, we merely
have an adaptation to block-printing of the 'concertina' method

just alluded to.
At this point I appealed fo the often-proved technical ingenuity of my artist friend and aasiatant Mr. Fred. H. Andrews,
Principal of the Technical Institute, Srinagar, Kaakmir, and
fhe following note and diagram from his hand frlrnish what
eeezns to me a very likely s ~ l ~ l t i oofnthe puzzle.
" Each 'slip,' i.e., small lath of wmd (belonging to a series
which contained one text or connected record), being a falie,
i t is clear that Borne means of binding must have been employed to maintain the folios in correct collation. The small
notches observed on the edges of the 'slips,' and the fact
that these exactly range when a number of 'slips' are collated,
indicate that the connecting binding m h t have been of
the nature of a string, an inference strengthend by the references in Chinese texts to silk or leather cords uniting the
fascicles of wooden or bamboo slip mentioned by hf.
Chavannes. (cf. Chavannes, La livrea chiwh, .Jmmta!
A&#., janvier-f6v~ier,1905, pp. 43 sqq-)
'' Experimenting with a fine raw silk thread, I found that
a satisfmtory result could be attained by tho following method
(see illustration). The cord is doubled end to end, the first
'slip' (folio one) iR placed in the bend, and an ordinary knot
tied with the two ends, care being taken that the encircliw
cord falls in the notch near one end of the lath, the pnrpose
of which is to prevent the cord slipping. Folio two is then
laid with its notch close to the knot, one end of thecord being
below the lath and the other on top. The two ends are then
half twisted round each other reversing the position of the
cords, the upper becoming the lower and the lower the UPper. Folio three is next placed between the cords with its
notch against the halt-twkt., and t h e cord3 are again half

Q
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twisted to timaure it in poeition. The procees ie continued
until the lssf page, after which a knot is tied, and the excese
length of the two ande ie left free to be ueed ee a m a n e of tying
the complete m r d or chapter together, when it has been
c l d in c o n e feshion. The eeme pr0adut.e ie followed
with the oppoeite end. The whole prois practically that
followed by baakebmeker.e and Indien 'chick' makers,
eometimea d d b e d aa 'wrap twining' or 'pairing,' and w i l l
be perhaps more dearly understood from the accompanying
sketch.
" The reeeon for tying thc first knot ia ta prevent the
d travelling with frequent opening and c l d g of the book,
a tendency which it had, aa experiment proved.
" When cloeed, the faeoicle could be conveniently slipped
into a re&m@w ceee for protection. For lida of such i&,
with string G v e a a d d cavity, see dncicnl Kholan, P1.
C X I V (N. xv, M),
and Docum&, P1. XXIII, L.A. VI. ii.
0200

(No.761)."

Habent evrr fml W i . It seem strange that we should have
to look among the relics from lonely desert posts of the borderline pushed out far toward the barbarian West for evidence to
clear u p detsile, even if they are only tecbcal, concerning the
boob in which that glory of Chineee civilbation, its ancient
literature, found ita earliesf written record.

